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REBA’s Theory of Change
Large energy consumers have the buying power and collective voice to change markets.
Energy buyers have a unique, critical role in driving a zero-carbon energy future.
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Action to drive GHG reductions is needed, now
URGENT NEED

Limiting temperature increase to 1.5°C globally would require net zero
emissions in the US by 2050
Federal action on climate change is unlikely
Federal subsidies for GHG development are expiring

THE
OPPORTUNITY

WHAT’S
NEEDED

The private sector is responsible for over 60% of energy
consumption and a major driver of economic and political change
The private sector’s actions on climate issues are strong, but not
strong enough to hit this target

Buyers have significant unmet needs, and need help with
how and where to engage
Buyers face regulatory and market barriers.
Need for innovation in policy, market structure, and the
renewable energy supply chain
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one REBA for buyers and suppliers

REBA started with a simple
idea: companies should have one
place to go for planning and
meeting their energy needs with
clean, affordable renewable
energy.

NGOs with deep energy
expertise came together to
combine their already successful
programs like the Business
Renewables Center, Buyers
Principals, and Future of Internet
Power. Learn More HERE.

Now REBA seeks to grow
the market for non-utility
renewables. From 50 buyers today
to 5000 buyers tomorrow while
advocating for an energy system
that meets the needs of all
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REBA’s Goals
Accelerate Deal Flow | Open New Markets | Influence Policy | Foster Innovation | Decarbonize Corporate Energy

REBA scales and accelerations the procurement of renewable
energy by corporates and other non-utility, non-residential buyers.
Capacity

Catalyze 60 GW of new,
corporate backed renewables
on the grid by 2025

Access

Avoid millions of tons of CO2
emissions

Buyers

Grow the buyer market from 50
buyers cumulatively in 2018 to
5000+ buyers in 2025
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G
W
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Already the largest community of corporate buyers in the world
REBA has grown from 13 companies and 1.5 GW of renewables in 2014 to 300 members and 14+ GW today
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What will REBA do
Accelerate Deal Flow | Open New Markets | Influence Policy | Foster Innovation | Decarbonize Corporate Energy

Innovate & Expand:
Policy and Markets

Educate & Engage
Provide
Transactional
Education

Connect a Global
Renewable Energy
Network

•

Boot camps

•

Buyers roadmap

•

Primers & guides

•

•

Case studies &
market intelligence

•

•

Expertise for data
center operators

•

Supply chain
working group

Set Direction with
Thought Leadership
•

Buyers Principles

•

•

Authoring white
papers & research
for market growth

A pro-renewables
policy platform

•

Legislative and
regulatory tracking

Global networking
and partnerships
Connect to
international
platforms

Evolve Markets
with Policy and
Advocacy

•

Innovation
showcases

•

Drive Innovation
in Market
Structures
•

Working groups
on advanced
market topics

•

Designing for risk
management and
mitigation

•

Go beyond the
PPA

Growing market
access for buyers
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REBA’s new Policy Innovation Program is buyer-led,
collaborative and strategic
Single point of contact for members
on policy (education, intel,
engagement)

Identify, define, and develop key policy
strategies & priorities
(with members & partners)
Strategy /
Priorities

Members

Direct members on
where/how to best engage
on policy priorities

Collaborate and form partnerships with
policy organizations to meet member needs
(e.g., intel) and execute strategies

Policy Program

Use strategic lens to filter
opportunities and engagement
strategies for REBA and members

Keep pulse on policy priorities
and programs across policy
landscape
Policy
Partners
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Investment in the Policy Innovation Acceleration Fund opens
up new markets to renewable energy buyers
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Investment in the Markets Innovation Acceleration Fund
allows expansion of procurement structures
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Investment in the Supply Chain Innovation Acceleration Fund
allows REBA membership to hundreds of small companies
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Towards an International RE Network? Partners Needed!
National/Regional Platforms

Guiding Principles
• Primary focus is to support and leverage the influence of nonresidential energy buyers.
• There needs to be a strong center of gravity for
corporations to gather around (vs. fragmentation).

(Other National/Regional Platforms TBD)

International Supporting Organizations

• Strong local ownership and a localized theory of change.
• International network supports efforts in each domestic
market by providing the following:
✓ Facilitate knowledge exchange
✓ Link companies to efforts in different international
markets
• Channel resources (funding, capacity, intel) to
national/regional efforts

(Other Organizations TBD)

• Provide space for planning and collaboration by Supporting
Organizations
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Thank You
Miranda Ballentine

CEO
Renewable Energy Buyers Alliance
mballentine@rmi.org

Eric Olson

Board Member, Renewable Energy Buyers Alliance
Senior Vice President, BSR
eolson@bsr.org

Asako Nagai

Japan Country Director, BSR
anagai@bsr.org
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